Guidance Counsellor, parent and student trip
to visit medical and veterinary schools in Poland
18-22 April 2021
Why would you want to go to Poland and take students with you?
- offer students other options
- show them state-of-the-art teaching facilities
- bring them on a journey to experience studying their discipline of choice
- help them experience European cultures
- have fun and relax
Proposed itinerary:
Mon., 18.04, 20:40-00:10 Dublin - Wroclaw - Ryanair flight
Tue., 19.04 Visiting Wroclaw:
Wroclaw University of Environmental and Life Sciences - Veterinary
Wroclaw Medical University
City tour & Free time
Wed., 20.04 Visiting Poznan
Travel to Poznan
Poznan University of Medical Sciences
City tour
Travel to Bydgoszcz
Thu., 21.04 Visiting Bydgoszcz
NCU Collegium Medicum - Medicine
City tour
Fri., 22.04, 19:15-20:45 Poznan - Dublin - Ryanair flight
Free time in Bydgoszcz and Poznan

The Medical Poland Admission Office will be drawing a lucky Guidance Counsellor winner to get a stay
in Poland (accomodation and flights paid) during our next Veterinary Open Day on 22nd January.
Registration link here.

Attractions we recommend to visit:
Wrocław:
- Panorama of the Battle of Raclawice - world-famous 15 × 114(!) meter painting;
- Wroclaw Zoo - 1000+ species;
- Hydropolis - centre of knowledge about water

Poznań:
- Stary Browar Shopping/Culture Centre, Posnania - the largest shopping mall in Poland
- Croissant Museum - St. Martin Croissants are unique local pastries with white poppy
seed filling which have enjoyed the status of Poznan’s ultimate sweet treat
- Palm House

Bydgoszcz:
- Mill Island - picturesque place; culture, history and education exhibitions;
- Museum of Soap and Dirt; Museum of weapons and explosives - Exploseum
- Opera Nova - philharmony in Bydgoszcz

Wroclaw accommodation: Hotel Zoo, Absynt Apartments
Bydgoszcz accommodation: Hotel Mercure Sepia
Accommodation offers will be confirmed in January (please email support@medicalpoland.ie fordetails)
and shared during next our Open Days. Total cost of accommodation*: 140 EUR (4-night stay: 2 nights
in Wroclaw, 2 in Bydgoszcz; twin room).

Flights:
Mon., 18.04, 20:40-00:10 Dublin - Wroclaw - Ryanair flight (66 EUR*)
Fri., 22.04, 19:15-20:45 Poznan - Dublin - Ryanair flight (93 EUR*)

Medical Poland guests will be accompanied by Artur (in Wrocław & Poznań)
and Adam (in Poznań andBydgoszcz):

Join us for an educational trip of Polish higher education and culture.

Disclaimer:
University, campus tours, meeting current students and walking city tours are included in the trip. Medical Poland does not act
as a travel agent. Flights, accommodation and meals to be arranged and paid by participants. Medical Poland coordinates the
group/s and provides information on discounted accommodation and meal options for Medical Poland’s guests.
*) as of 27.12.2021

